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NEW PRESIDENT
Hendricks, ASB
John
president-elect, (I.) officially becomes the chief
executive of student government at SJS this
Sunday. The oath of office will be administered
at the annual ASS transition retreat which will
be held Sunday and Monday at Asilomar on
the Monterey Peninsula. Bob Pisano, outgoing

president, will return to student life but has
been asked by Hendricks to assist in studying the
relationship of Spartan Shops, Inc. to the College Union. President-elect Hendricks has
served as ASB vice president and chairman of
Student Council under Pisano’s tenure as ASS
president.

Ni.( 1 LLD
Today is the last official school
day in office for Bob Pisano,
ASB president,
Sunday, at the annual ASB
transition retreat, John Hendricks, ASB president-elect, will
be installed as chief executive
of the $300,000 a year student
operation.
The changeover will be quick.
Sunday, Pisano will return to
the life of a student and Hendricks will emerge from the
ranks to the top ASB position.
"I plan to return to student
life once again," Pisano said. "I
have to catch up on a lot of
work but between now and June
I will be doing a variety of
things."
TESTIFY
Pisano has been asked by the
Chancellor’s office to testify In
Sacramento on Assembly Bill
515 which deals with a pay increase for faculty members.

"I must caution John," Pisano
stated, "that it won’t be any
easy year."
"The office of ASH President
takes on new prospectives once
you take office," Hendricks said.
"As vice president you think you
know what the president’s job is
but you find once you’re in the
office it’s a lot different.
FORTUNATE
"I feel very fortunate to be
one of a very few persons to
share the particular experiences
as chief executive of such a
large student organization."
Pisano continued Hendricks’
discussion of the presidency saying "The president faces many
frustrations during his term of
office but in the long run I
wouldn’t trade it for anything.
"I have learned and developed
so much personally from my
experiences as president that I
owe this college and Its students

a debt I doubt I will ever be
able to pay."
STUDY
President-elect Hendricks felt
that among the important matters to be considered next year
was a study of the relationship
of Spartan Shops, Inc. to the
new College Union.
"I have asked Bob to assist
me in organizing this important
study of Spartan Shops," Hendricks said.
"I will seek to continue a liberalization of current housing
restrictions in cooperation with
the Student Housing Office.
POWER
"An act to provide a delegation of power to the lower judicial bodies on campus is also
scheduled to be introduced to
council. This bill would serve to
coordinate the subsidiary campus
judiciaries."
Among the programs which

stands out as Hendricks looks
into his term as president was
the Distinguished Scholar in
Residence program.
-This is an example of what
cooperation between the college
administration and the student
administration can accomplish,"
Hendricks commented.
TUITION FEE
"A great deal of effort in the
fall will be devoted to opposing
the mandatory tuition fee that
has been proposed.
"Interviews for the College
Union Program Board will be
held next semester. I consider
this board the most important
single student body committee,"
Hendricks said.
In summing up the future of
his administration in relationship
to Pisano’s, Hendricks stated,
"Bob will be a hard act to
follow."
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Profs Face Mixed Reactions
From Solons on Capitol Rally
By MARIS TIIAVER
soartan Daily Staff Reporter
tintots of
S At II A Ni ENT( I
the legislature took divergent
stands on divergent groups after
an assault by SJS students and
faculty here yesterday afternoon.
The first group to hit the legislators early yesterday afternoon
was Collegians for Educational Responsibility ICERI, led by Armand
San Fri11111Sell radio station
KERV. 6141 on the AM dial, has
4101141 repreSeetatiVe% of SEE
ad S ER to debate the issues
in a
faring higher
series of fie 15 -minute programs
starting M lay night.
The ’migrants w ill he heard
Monday through Friday of next
’7:15 to S p.m.
week Fr

San Jose), and Mery Dymally IDLos Angeles).
i Stanton, who spoke first, called
the SEE-AFT rally "historic" and
told the demonstrators that he advocated student -faculty participation in the decision of higher education.
Alquist agreed with SJS president Robert D. Clark that "the
legislature is too sophisiticated to
be upset by a demonstration."
:Monist said. "II is the duty of

pernande., rounder of the Faith in-Faculty F U n d, and Richard
Reeh, president of the SJS Young
Republicans,
At 3:15 members of SJS Local
1:162 of the American Federation
of Teachers (AFT) and Students
for Excellence in Education (SEE)
hit the scene and marched to the
steps of the state capitol.
A rally on the steps of the copper-domed building was addressed
by A.ssemblyman Alfred Alquist
(D-San Jose), William Stanbin (13-

the legislature to provide necessary funds for the type of education we believe in."
Hugh Burns, president pro-tern
of the Senate, said earlier that he
would seek disciplinary ac tion
against professors who "cut
classes."
HAPPY
Dr. John Sperling, AFT president, said, "Sen. Burns should be
very happy this demonstration is
bring held.

Johnson Labels Red China
Roadblock’ in Peace Quest
PresiWASHINGTON (UP) ,
dent Johnson today singled out
Communist China, and its drive for
domination of all Asia, as the main
roadblock to Vietnamese peace negotiations. "In this domination
they shall never succeed," he declared.
The President used a White
House visit by the Association of
American Editorial Cartoonists to
restate his Vietnamese policy, and
at the same time to try to open a
gap between Hanoi and Peking.
His 25-minute address in the
east room was broadcast to the

nation on television and radio, and
relayed to Europe by the Early
Bird commercial communications
satellite.
Johnson emphasized two major
points:
"We will not abandon our
commitment to South Viet Nam."
"I am continuing and I am increasing the search for every possible path to peace."
The speech was along the exact
same lines as Johnson’s address in
Baltimore April 12 in which he
first said the United States was
prepared to enter "unconditional
discussions" for peace in Viet Nam.

"The faculty and students involved, the college and state of
California are receiving a real lesson in education, free of the taxpayer."
Assemblyman Dyrnally said he
sees a "wave of anti-intellectualism" in California. He said a reorganization of state colleges and
universities was indicated.
After the SEE-AFT rally the
students and faculty members
split into small groups and went
calling on 25 members of the legislature.
HOPES
They had hoped to see all assemblymen and senators, but most
were in committee meetings.
Earlier in the day the contingent led by Hernandez and Reeb
had gone calling on members of
the legislature.
A CER spokesman said that "the
AFT and another student group
(SEE) are hurting the cause of
solving the problems facing the
state college system by picketing,
rallies and demonstrations."
An informed source indicated
that the student -faculty efforts for
an increase in faculty pay were in
vain.
The Assembly Ways and Means
Committee is expected to vote no
more than a 10 percent faculty
pay increase at their meeting Monday afternoon.

Photo by Bill Leonard

SIGN-CARRYING FACULTY members in full
academic regalia and SJS students marched
through campus yesterday despite the fact that
four faculty groups refused to support the dem-

Alumni -Varsity Contest
Tomorrow in Stadium
There’s a big day of football
planned at SJS tomorrow, to mark
the conclusion of spring drills for
the Spartans.
The day will be highlighted by
the annual Alumni - Varsity grid
contest under the lights of Spartan
Stadium. Kickoff time for this
game, the fourth in the yearly series, is 8 p.m. Also scheduled is a
grid clinic for coaches from
throughout the area and a special
evening dinner.
Four of SJS’s former gridders,

Dinner To Honor Dr. Duncan’s Retirement
The longest service tenure
record of an SJS faculty member will end in June when Dr.
Carl Duncan, professor of entomology and science education, retires after 43 and onehalf years of teaching.
More than 300 long-time
friends will honor the dean of
instructors at a retirement
dinner Sunday al 6:30 p.m.
in the cafeteria.
Dr. William Sweeney, (11,111
a the education division, will
serve as emcee for former 5.15
associates of Dr. Duncan who
will return to reminisce
MS DEAN
Former SJS dean of instruction, Dr. Fred Harclernad, now
president of California State
College at Hayward, and Dr.
Victor Peterson, former president of Long Beach State 04-

loge and head of the SJS
Natural Science Department
will be chief contributors
among nine friends who will
recall their association with
the guest of honor.
"I’ll just be shifting emphases; I never thought of
ending my career hut the calendar is catching up," said
Dr. Duncan, who plans to stay
close to the college anti advise
student groups.
’0811(ItiATEIr
Drawing from his wide range
of educational talent, Dr. Duncan says he is "obligated to
write" a text to coincide with
his course on insects and human welfare, a source book for
elementary school, a brief :lournal of the S,1S field history
course, and several short
stories.

1)1.. Duncan, who received all
three of his degrees from Stanford, started teaching here in
. .

DR. CARL DUNCAN
. . . to retire

1922, Was appointed head of
the Natural Sciences Area in
1958, and was named Homecoming Grand Marshal in 1963.
1920’s
Recalling the 1920’s, he said
all the men in the predominantly female normal school could
sit in the first three rows of
auditorium;
Dailey
Morris
women’s gym classes were conducted behind high board
fences Cr, the bloomers wouldn’t
show, and he could easily park
his Model T in front of the
Science Building ten minutes
before class started.
Dr. Duncan considers his
greatest achievement in teaching to be "the establishment
of lasting personal conducts
with at udents scattered
throughout the world." He
takes pride in the depth and

onstration staged by the American Federation
of Teachers. The marchers wound through campus before stopping at a Seventh Street rally
where they boarded buses for Sacramento.

intuitiveness with which his
former students approach work
in foreign countries.
Similarly, he pointed out,
turning students away because
of an enrollment quota is disastrous because this country
needs every possible person
educated to the maximum."
"The state trustees’ pressure
to make one state college program will decrease local pro,
tige, community interest.
variety and quality of soli
offering," warned Dr. Duncan.
The Carl and Neva Duncan
Memorial Scholarship benefits
students interested in biological
science, recreation, or science
education. The total of this
year’s grants will be announced
Sunday by Dr. Arthur Williams, Professor of Chemistry
and Chairman of the Dinner. ’

all successful now in coaching, are
the featured lecturers at the Football Clinic which will get under
way at 1 p.m. in the Men’s Gymnasium on the college campus. The
quartet includes Dick Voris, defensive coach of the San Francisco
49ers; Billy Wilson, assistant coach
of the 49ers; Tom Bass, line coach

Festival of Music
To Open Tonight
In Concert Hall
5,15
I i,,oartment will present a Festival of 20th Century
Music today, tomorrow and Sunday.
All events and performances will
be comprised of music which has
been written within the past 65
years.
Milton Babbitt, professor of MU
sic at Princeton University, will I.
featured guest lecturer and pi"
former.
Babbitt is noted for his innov:,
lion of electronic music, a proc,,s
whereby music is produced syo
the) ’catty through electronics.
All events held in Conceit
are open to I he public free
charge.

Friday Flicks
Friday Flicks will fealum
Newman in "From the Terrac,
tonight at 7 and 9:30 in Ti155.
film is limited to the college con,
minify and admission is :35 cent,
Co-starring with Newman will be
his real-life wife, Joanne Woodward.

of the San Diego Chargers, and
Ernie Johnson, head coach at El
Rancho High School in Pico Rivera.
Each of the coaches will lecture
for an hour on various aspects of
the game. Voris is scheduled to be
the first speaker and his subject
will be "Defensive Football." Next
on the program, will be Bass, who
also will Speak on "Defensive
Football."
Following a short coffee break,
Wilson will take over the rostrum.
The all-time great NFL pass receiver, will speak on "Pass Offense." Johnson will conclude the
program ti% it h a discussion of "Pass
and Trap Offense."
The day’s football activities will
then conclude with the playing of
the Varsity-Alumni game.
Admission to Saturday night’s
on, doll;ir

EXCITED ! ?
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Editorial

A Job Well Done

G.E. Courses Called
Useless in Letter

The tenure in office of Bob Pisano, ASB president.
will come to an end officially Sunday night, but the
will remain at
accomplishments of his administraf
S.IS in many forms.
Pisan() contributed eountless houn4, energy and a ill’
ingness to better student got ernment.
In the proress of being .Asli president, Pisano spent
hI aierage of one and a half days each week off campus.
Pisani, appeared and spoke at meetings of the California State College Board of Trustee-. Ile attended the
I Ills Nritinal Presidential Itrayer Breakfast in Washingmil. RC. and was statew ide chairman of the Students
Iiir Priiposition Tv.o campaign.
l’robably the biggest rc-piiii-ibility Pisan had to
chores., was being
undertake. lie -ides Ilipre-idetit of the I :alifornia State College Student President- -sociation itt I het’ job he performed "above and
the call of iltit
It is fitting that upon rompletion of four active years
in -Indent gin eminent at SJS that Bob Pisan he corn job of ASB president
m.11,1,41 for doing the
will, II/1.111’1 611,1 Ii’. titian arid dedication.

Ltiit or
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Live and Let Live

.0

MASON
The United Nations
By AL

\l’11,It I v.
N:;; ions .1.: ;la’

my te;;;;..
told the class the
best hope for peace." Everyone had
..!.ner,,lities
on his lips about the goodness of the U.N.
;1, 1 :at 1,, high school, a social studies class made it a class
1.1
collect funds for UNICEF, a U.N. agency. Feed the
N elliSsiren, support "our best hope for peace," they would say.
Tii,1, (me clay I saw a newsphoto in Life magazine depicting
.sf brut:slily committed by U.N. troops as they slaughtered
1. is ’watt and children "in the cause of peace" in the Congo.
1 i,i,p.; s.sion of the U.N. fell pretty low. Since then I have studied
;;; ,,i,o;ii this so-called "world’s best hope for peace." And the
I sc.ly. the lower my opinion of the U.N. anti its blind foi1 ..1 liii liful defenders has gone.
SCHOOLS TEACH ONE SIDE
I le, q,le don’t learn the other side of the U.N. story in
I ili‘ schslisk.
They don’t learn how the U.N. Charter, with parts
directly from the Soviet constitution, was written by two
In the
State Department named Alger Hiss and Leo
I. 15, lIt II ins and Pasvolslcy were later tried and convicted
I. Lisa -vs for
solder oath about their affiliations with Soviet
iigents. Helping "tsar" men Hiss and Pasvolsky was
:\ I. Mssisslov sit the U.S.S.R. The charter is written In such a way
to
;’tit the U.N. from acting against Communist aggression
shrs,ss,.:ii is, security council .
REDS DIRECT U.N. MILITARY
I* N. military forces are directed from a single position in the
aior.icy. That position has been occupied by seven difssisa-ss 1945. All of those seven men have been Soviet
asIsts with one exception. The exception was a Yugoslavian
lairing the Korean war, a war against Communist
II, where there %ere 145,000 American casualties, a Soviet
I ’ ,1111n111i,1 W.IS the man VS ho directed the U.N.’s part in that war.
’I’!,; An.e; ican commander complained frequently that the Cornoft ssri seemed to know in advance what the Americans’
is
oiti the U.N. would be. Wonder why?
It’s not just me who sees something wrong with the U.N.
1 -in not the first to recognize its manifold faults. Noted British
t.oblisher Lord Beaverbrook once remarked, "Here in New York
City. you Americans have the biggest Fifth Column in the world
lie U.N." The late, great Sen. Robert Taft of Ohio declared, "The
I N. iris Ixscsane a trap. Let’s go it alone." Former president Herb,: I I I;;;);.er observed, "Unless the U.N. is completely reorganized
,ti.o;11 the Communist nations in it, we should get out of it."
!
h..11) but feel the wide-eyed advocates of unconditional
, ; ii ile United Nations and world government are either ignor,;,.. ;lie tact; or deliberately selling our national interest "down the
%%01.M S
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Come In and See Our Quality
Spanish Guitars
Fk Guitars with Nylon Strings
$17.95
Guitar Lessons by Bill Smith
of "The Preps"

1965-66 ASB Budget
EDITOR’S NOTE: Student Council considered the following budget requests and made the designated allocations at Wednesday’s council
meeting. The allocations below total $51,725.50. The original requests
totaled $54,788.20. Total budget allocations to this date are for $223,759.85
of the expected $285,000 completed budget. A few outstanding budgets
will be considered by the new council at its first meeting next Wednesday.
REQUEST
ORGANIZATION
$ 2,767.50
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
3,199.70
WOMEN’S EXTRAMURAL
25,266.00
OFFICE EXPENSE
13,292.00
COLLEGE UNION
HOMECOMING
2,300.00
1,500.00
SPARTACAMP
1,763.00
RALLY COMMITTEE
SPARTAN FROM THE START
3,800.00
RECOGNITION BANQUET ..
900.00

*Council voted to have the Homecoming Committee ad fur
allocation should the commiltuu decide to have "fop namc
at the Annual Bonfire Rally.

Innoculations Against Conception
May Replace ’the Pill’
JERRY HENRI’
animals that were immune to
sperm to animals not immune.
Someday women may he oltie
"A 100 per cent block in ferto inoculate themselves against
tilization resulted in the animals
conception, just as modern vacnot originally immune, Dr. Porcines offer protection against - ter stfid.
various diseases.
IMMUNIZATION PROCESS
Dr. Charles W. Porter,.;SJS
Transfer of cells from an imassistant professor of biology, remune animal to one not immune
cently completed a study rot 40
responses
produces
immune
guinea pigs in which he transI possibly anti-bodies) in the secfrom
cells
ferred white blood
ond animal to immunize it
against sperm.
The process is similar to the
transfer of cells from animals
immune to certain diseases to
"SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
the bodies of other animals (or
Second Class postage paid at San Jose
humans). The displaced cells
California 95114, Member California
produce anti-bodies in the second
Newspaper Publishers Association and
Audit Bureau of Circulations. Pubgroup that immunize it from
lished daily by the Associated Stuthe disease, Dr. Porter exdents of San Jose State College, explained.
cept Saturday and Sunday, during colHe said birth control pills now
lege year. Subscription accepted only
on a remainder-of-semester basis. F..11
used by women do not immunize
academic year, $9; each semester,
them against conception as the
$4.50. Off-campus price per copy, 10
passive transfer of cells method
cents. CV 4-6414Editorial En. 2383,
would. "During pregnancy, the
2384. 2385, 2386, Advertising Ext.
2081, 2082, 2083. 2084. Press of Globe
body produces large quantities
Printing Co. Office hours 1:45-4:20
of progesterone which blocks
p.m. Monday through Friday.
further ovulation naturally.
Editor ......
TOM POWELL
Birth control pills merely keep
Adv. Manager
ED FOSTER
the level of progesterone artiDay Editor .
DAVID PARK
News Editor
SCOTT MOORE
ficially high to stop ovulation
Copy Editor
AL MASON
when the body is not naturally
Feature Editor _..JEANNE GATES
producing an adequate level of
Sports Editor..............ART S1MBURG
progesterone," he said. Since the
Fine Arts Editor........SHERRY BROWN
Society Editor ._......CAROLYN CLAUS
pills contain progesterone (they
External Affairs
do not induce the body to proEditor
KAREN CHRISTIANSEN
duce it) they must be taken
Public Relations
every day to keep the level high
Director
JIM MELTON
enough to prevent ovulation, Dr.
Photo Editor
DAVE NOZAKI
Business Manager
BOB SARIES Porter explained.
Classified Manager .. BOB LEA VERTON
LONG TERM PROTECTION
Promotion Manager ...BOB SCHERNER
If the immunization method of
Reporters Ken Allan, William Batcontraception could be perfected.
taglia, Steve &Mini, Carol Card,
the regular ovulation cycle would
Virginia Cash, Suzan Crawshaw, Dick
Davin, Barbara Dunn, Jean Fleming,
function normally. "The big
Mark Hall, Jerry Henry, Michel
advantage in Immunization Is
Janicot, Susan Kang, Cary Koegla,
that women would not have to
Louis King, Tom Mead, Mike Neuworry about keeping the level
fold, David Park, Phil Paulsen, Vicki
Reed, Chris Richert, Valerie Smith.
of progesterone sufficiently high
Sandie Sanderson, Mark Thayer,
on a daily basis.
Women would carry their
’contraceptive’ in their blood
HERB’S
stream without having to reChevron Station
plenish it at intervals," the
biologist said. However, at the
CHEVRON STOP AT THE
present stage of investigation,
SIGN OF
the duration of the "perfect"
BETTER
440
SERVICE
Whatever your needs in the way of
auto services, from a tankful of nes
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attent1on at reasonable student rates.
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATION
WHEEL BEARINGS
PACKED
BRAKES ADJUSTED &
RELINED
TIRES BALANCED
ENGINE TUNE-UP
Cornur of clth and William St.
sure

-141 MUSIC CO.
ICA

GRANTED
$ 1,767.50
1,600.00
25,266.00
13,262.00
1,867.00*
1,500.00
1,763.00
3,800.00
900.00

Ill deDiane Tf.i(n4.0’, 111 1.I’
fense of the G.E. requirements
unwittingly exposes
perhaps
their uselesaness. It is not ironic
that a class in speech is concerned to advocate the incorporation of Psych 5 into the G.E.
program because its "emphasis
on animal experiments and behavior . . . gives the student a
r eV" bask’ skills In dealing with
people?" It would, no doubt,
t,e unfair to consider the desired
skills comparable to the use of
horses and electric cattle prods
in Selma and elsewhere for dealing with a certain class of
people; but the rationale underlying the study of animal behavior in the value-free setting
of Psych 5 is perhaps more conducive to this development than
it Is to the unexplored presupposition of G.E. to wit: that
G.E. is akin to the civilizing
spirit of human beings.
The purpose of G.E. is to
brunt the specialization imminent within education in the
sciences. As such, it usually is
taken as an alternative or indeed a substitute for liberal education. Liberal education was for
civic virtue or what might be
called civic responsibility and decency. It was, as its name implied, the education worthy of
a free man and the education
whereby a free man could prove
worthy of his freedom. As such,
vertain things were stressed in
the education; self-discipline,
self-respect, duties. The purpose
was to make man a "square"
-although formerly this was
called "well-rounded," or a
"gentleman."
G.E., on the other hand, seeks
to blunt the edge of specialization by at least acquainting the

get

prompt

Flower
Shop

immune response is not known,
he added.
By inducing immunized animals to conceive with special
injections, Dr. Porter said he
has found’ birth defects resuiting in some of the offspring.
He said a variety of deformities, such as paralysis, lack of
coordination, cyclop-like conditions Ianimals born with three;
eyes, three legs etc.) and defective bone structure have turned
up in the young animals.
CAUSE OF DEFORMITIES
"We believe these deformities
occur because the antibodies
produced in the immunization
process ’damage’ the sperm," he
said.
"Our big problem now is to
discover what particular antibodies (if anti-bodies are the the
cause) cause the various defects."
"If the immune imparting responses causing defects can be
eliminated, the immunization
method of contraception could
be used by humans," Dr. Porter
concluded.

CV 2-0462

SAN FRANCISCO WM) -Henry Shapiro, dean of American correspondents in the Soviet
Union, said Wednesday night a
Soviet official told him recently
Russian weapons soon will be
shooting at U.S. planes over
Viet Nam.
Shapiro told a meeting of Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalistic society, that
the conversation took place just
before he left Moscow a week
ago. The UPO newsman has
been a correspondent in the Soviet capital for 30 years.

Editor:
But with one reservation, I
commend the brothers of Tau
Delta Phi for their colorful and
often humorous criticism of
those profs most deserving of
condemnation, and of those
meriting thoughtful praise. One
reprimand, however: There is no
excuse for inaccuracy in any
derogatory judgment, particularly in print, as in at least one
instance in the tower list- -which
prompted me to write this letter.
This kind of misinformation
could jeopardize the career of
a fine professor.
I feel I the law does too) that
someone (or some group; should
be willing to accept the responsibility for damage. Is Tau
Delta Phi itself willing? NO.
This responsibility has been
passed on down to the anonymous student who turned in an
evaluation card. Tower’s admission of this kind of fallability means that The List is
ready to mint criticism in full
knowledge that its "evidence"
is inadequate. Tower feels itself
in the right, because it regant
itself as a "conveyor" of information and does not editorialize.
But I argue that Tower is responsible for the effects of what
it purveys. The printed word has
an air of veracity. It stays in the
mind and has its effect so long
as it remains on the bookshelves.
This letter to the Spartan Daily
has a one-day life span, The List
lives It 5’ at least a year.
The List is as far removed
from "clue process" as is a lynching from a legalized execution.
It opens the way for condemnation by hearsay and bias. The
Intent of the List is laudable.
Its ineptness can be disastrous.
Jeff London
ASB 16043

Conservative Calls
Preamble Limiting
thh,r,

srliele in the Daily (May

50111;

Test Officer Backs
’Daily’ on Editorial
Editor:
I wish to commend strongly
your editorials of May 12 and
13, and espevially the latter. I
have always considered teaching
to be a profession, and I believe
the majority of teachers feel that
way. The AFT, structured as it
is after the AFL-CIO pattern
bears a real threat to academic
excellence and freedom.
Already our campus local of
the AFT is proposing that it
on this campus, or preferably
the CFI’ on all of the California
state college campuses, should be
the sole bargaining agent for
the entire faculty. If this were
to come about, the next logical
steps would be the closed shop
anti hiring halls.
Then they would need a Hotta,
a ruthless dictator, to tell us
what to think and do. He would
have to establish the equivalent
of goon squads to punish socially.
and maybe even physically, those
who did not conform. Your editorial is so right: "There are
more professional ways for professors to state their case."
Harrison Heath
Test Officer and
Prssissssor at Psychology

Make Your Reservations Now
Box Office Now Open for:

LADY
MY byFAIR
Lerner and
A Production of the Drama and Music Depts.
Runs May 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 29, and
Matinees May 22, May 29 ... 2 P.M.
Curtain 8:15 p.m.
College Theatre
SJSC Students 75c
$1.50 General
Boo Office 5th and San Fernando Sts.
1-5
p.m.
Phone 294-6414
Open

10:30 TONIGHT!
Campus Caravan
Soft Swing -Folk -Comedy

Make a detour!

EXPERTLY
...

Take that study break at the inzit! For the friendliest atmosphere and the best in coffee and food go to
the Winzit.

KREP
io514

H
Cr)
ift
PROGRAMMED
10th & Santa Clara

’Tower List’ Called
Inept by Student

13) di- r.ussed the current controversy in SEE. As a member of SEE, I would like to state
my position and that of a number of other conservatives who
have been trying to work within
the framework of the organization. We feel that the preamble
of SErs constitution limits
SEE, and prevents conservatives from participating. The
preamble states that SEE is
seeking excellence in education
"within a free system of higher
education." As responsible conservatives, we feel that this
clause will exclude us. We certainly support excellence in education or we wouldn’t be in
SEE.
The preamble of SEE’s constitution limits participation in the
group to only those who support
excellence "within a free system of education." SEE has admirable goals, as the name implies. It should include members
of all kinds, regardless of their
political party. All we ask is
that SEE phrase its preamble
so as to state that the organization works for excellence in etiucation and a free system of education. This "parallel" wording
will enable conservatives and
liberals to work toward both
goals together at the same time,
anti not be hamstrung in having
the achievement of one goal dependent on the other.
The true lest for SEE will bo
how it chooses to word its preamble in the next constitution,
for it will tell the college community whether SEE wants to
include conservatives or exclude
them. I hope it is an inclusive
preamble, not an exclusive one.
Richard K. Halley

L,c.t

Journalist Warns
Of Russ Weapons

, 1

Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occisions

subject with smatterings from
the other specialties, including
"literature, philosophy and the
arts." The presupposition is that
all are of equal weight- how
democratic science is!. and, in
consequence, it Is merely a
matter of preference which
specialty one chooses. If all are
of equal weight, they presumably
are of equal value and we are
reduced to the position where
the skills in dealing with animals are of the same degree as
the skills in speaking persuasively told-fashioned rhetoric S or of
"handling" money. To reduce it
to the G.E. absurdity: People,
including speech majors and psychologists are not substantively
distinguishable from animals
to say nothing of the
. .
vegetables.
Yours truly,
Melton! W. Stately
Depl.
Political

THE WINZ1T HOURS:

24 Hours on Friday and Saturday
Till 11:00 p.m. on Sunday
9:30 a.m. 12 p.m. Monday through Thursday
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aid awards will be awarded to
deserving chemistry students at
the annual Chemistry Awards
Banquet to be held in cafeteria
rooms A and B tonight at 7:30.
Di’, Bert M. Morris, head of the
SJS Chemical Department, an flounced today that Caroline Williams, a junior chemistry major
from San Mateo, will recei%e the
$300 Women’s Association of Elec.
taonics Industries (WAED scholarship for her outstanding academic achievements.
The WAEI organization grants
a $500 scholarship each year to a
top SJS woman student in engineering, chemistry or physics, who
does not plan to go into teaching.
James Maynard of Danville and
Warren Schroeder of Napa, both
Junior chemistry majors, will each
receive $250 scholarships from the
Dow Chemical Co. of Pittsburg.
Each year the Dow Chemical Co.
grants the SJS Chemistry Department $500 to be awarded by the
department to top students.
Charles Vath of Sunnyvale will
be named by the SJS Student Alfiliates of the American Chemisti
Society as the top sophomore
chemistry student of the year.

Engineers Meet
Eta Kappa Nu, electrical engineering honor society, will install
28 initiates at a dinner meeting tomorrow at 5 p.m. in E132.
Performing the installation duties is T. L. Bothwell, western regional director of Eta Kappa Nu.
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News Editor
Scott Moore
Wins Award

Three Students
To Be Honored
At Chem Banquet

YEARS OF AGE?

I

Maybe I can reduce your
CAR INSURANCE RATES!
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Your LOCAL a gent ED
LION will be glad to discuss
his Farmers Insurance group
rates with you.
5191 CAMDEN AVE.
Phone 269-5191
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Scott Moore, Spartan Daily nev,
editor, was awarded a $100 scholarship Wednesday night by Sigma
Delta Chi, national professional
journalistic society.
The award was presented at the
Northern California Professional
chapter meeting, held at the San
Francisco Press Club.
Moore was named the outstanding undergraduate journalism student at San Jose State. Glenn
Brown, editor of the Burlingame
Advance-Star, made the presentation.
Earlier this semester. Moore was
the recipient of $500 as first -place
winner in the April Spot News
Competition conducted by the William Randolph Hearst Foundation.
The prize-winning story concerned the resignation of Bob
ritchenal as head football coach
.1 sJS.

Nearly 500 song girls and eheerAl 1 p.m., competit ion bet ween form a eheer Winiset- of the event
leaden, from 2g Bay
th, high schools will in !Will at I will be !he seh.11 exhibiting the
\sluieh cheerleaders mill song girlsI best slil ii:1;111 riti:
schools will attend tin, lilt,
I trail eirrh high sclusil
will petSis
nual lligh School
tomorrow from 9 a.m. to I p
sponsored by SJS Rally II ’IlsIllil

tee.

Scheduled to open the day is a
speech by Roger Rodzen, directoi
of the College Union, in Spartan
Field next to the Music Buildin,.
at 9:30 am,
Discussion groups will follow the
speech to permit the exchange ol
ideas on school spirit, rallies and
school cheers.
Taking time out for a bag lunch
the students will be entertained
by a fashion show sponsored by
Mosher’s Ltd. and folk music by
the Village Criers,

Round Trip New York/London June 16, Return Sept. 9
Write or phone your organizer Sandra Hama
(213) 423-1564
at 703 Via Carmelitos, Long Beach 908 05

Kay’s Jewelers
Stuart’s
Judd Hosiery
Rose Marie Flowers
Harold’s Shoes

Bloom’s Shoes
Mosher’s
J. Silber’s
Modern Drug Co.
Roos -Atkins

An extra note of appreciation goes to Mr. George
Wallace, SJS photo instructor, who is donating all of

WHAT’S BUGGIN’ YOU?
NEW
DIRECT RADIO - TELEPHONE SHOW
From Our Stage

police. Officer Don Campbell woke
Burton up again and asked him to!
perform "field tests" to determine I
his sobriety. According to CampI
bell, Burton flunked the tests.
The student was arrested and I
taken to Santa Clara County Jail, I
where he was charged with being
drunk in public and presumably allowed to continue his nap.
Burton has been released pending arraignment in San Jose Municipal Court May 21 at 10 a.m.

10-12

Sunday thru Thursday

WORSHIP WITH

UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
PresLyrei;anCongregar,onelDisciples

Midnight

Sunday 11:00 a.m.

Featuring

Floor Phone

John Lester,

CY

KGBA 1430 K.C.

2-5252

"THE NEW MORALITY"
(Sex and the single Christian,
Part I)
Speaker: Don Emmel

The
Chapel of Reconcilation
300 So 10th (across from men’s dorms)
Students of all races are welcomed
9:30 a.m. Coffre Di,cussion at Christian Center
Pastors: Don Emmel. Mark Rutledge

("ad. cit,
cl So. Market

7.2012

Cy

tti

eligiottJ

Campuo
"Assist at Mass"
ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC CHURCH
iVi 4124
55 W. San Fernando

Wesley
Foundation
(Methodist Student
Center)
441 South 10th
Street

Sunday Masses: 6-7-8-9-10-11:15-12:15
Evening Mass: 7:30 p.m.

6 p rr,

Daily Masses: 6:30-7:15-8:00-12:05
.’ii’ j

Ttle Intercultural Sleeting Committee would
%b’ like to publicly acknowledge the following
downtown stores, which most generously donated gifts for the new International Queen,
Miss Casey Gittings.

our photography for the entire year.

Alert Officers Nab
1\lapper on the Job’

ADVERTISEMENT)
40,AI:sits

RIPARIAN DATI.V:s

May 11 Pall

High Schools Compete
In Annual ’Rally Day’

BOAC JET to EUROPE $325.00

BOB PISANO, ASB president, (I.) accepts a piague from Jerry
Harmon, ASB president at San Diego State, commending Pisano
for his work with the California State College Student Presidents’
Association (CSCSPA). The presentation was made at CSCSPA’s
recent conclave in Fullerton. Pisano was given the plague by ASB
presidents from 16 state colleges.

Sleep is one of the favorite past times of most SJS students. And
what they miss at night because
of studies and parties and whatnot, they make up during the day.
Students can be found dozing on
the lawns in nice weather, in auditoriums during programs and in
classes almost anytime.
In view of this, it’s not surprising that sleep finally caught up
with Raymond Burton, 23, an SJS
junior from Hayward who lives
at 41 S. 13th Street.
According to campus security
officers and San Jose police, Burton was peacefully dozing behind
the wheel of his car about 9:50
Wednesday night. The car, they
said, was parked behind the administration building. On the
lawn.
While officers appreciate sleep
as much as the next fellow, they
are required to enforce the laws,
including those against parking on
lawns. So they woke Burton up,
not without some difficulty. He
promptly went back to sleep.
The SJS officers called San Jose

r.i.lay,

7

Confessions, Sot., 2:30 to 5:30, 7:30 to 9:00

Dinner

p.m. Program

Roger
Williams
Fellowship

LCA

ALC

Lutheran Worship

6 p.m. Supper 50c
Sunday 930 A.M.

6:30 p.m. Meeting
Topic: "If I had one

The

message to give -

Chapel of Reconciliation

Speakers: Five SJS Seniors

300 So. 10th

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
California Zeta Chautpe

Attend the Church of ’our Choice
today.

Committee

The

Worship

talk

about finding mean-

4

441

a))

JOSE

STATE

COLLEGE

PROUDLY PRESENT
THE WORLD SERIES

THE ALAMEDA AT SHASTA

7:00 P.M. Tuesday

Worship Sunday
St. Paul’s

9.30 5

9.30 &

11 00 a.m.

OF SOFTBALL

Your Store

Study Hour 9:40 a.m.

for

better known as

COLLEGE LIFE SERIES: 6:00 p.m.-125 DANA

THE POWDERPUFF

BUFFETT 5:00 P.M.

INTERVARSITY

SUPPLIES

RUBLES
PRAYER BOOKS
GIFTS

RELIGIOUS

11:00 and 7:45
Church Service

George "Shorty- Collins

p.m.

John M.

Baptist College Chaplain

AS.,,

Pastor

11-00 an,

RELIGIOUS RECORDS

SOFTBALL GAME

Roy C. Hoch, Campus Pastor

Evangel
Book Store

Worship 8:30, 11:00 & 7:00 p.m.

Transportation ith & San Carlos 9:20 a.m. & 4:40 p.m.

845,

1015 at San Salvador

Santa Clara le Sth

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

484 East Sar. Fernando

ing in worship.

First
SAN

Grace Baptist Church
Bap’,t Conventi,

Program Meeting

NEWMAN CENTER
Catholic Student Center
79

SO,

Ws Si

295-1771

Daily Mass ... 11:45 A.M.
Catholic Women’s Center
Meetings ... Wednesday Evenings ... 8 P.M.
Chaplain: Father Largente
Newman (lob President: Bill Neary

96 S. 2nd St.
First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center

The contestants, consisting of a multi-

Lutheran Church Missouri Synod
374 So, 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:

tude of dexterious and dainty damsels,
begin the tilt at
12:00 NOON
to

SATURDAY, MAY 15

8:15. 9:30 end 11:00
2 blocks

College discussion group: 9:45
A. J. 8ROMMER. Pastor 292 5404
R Fiedler, Director of Music, 8 Dahms, Vicar 294-7033

from

AT 9th STREET PARK
BETWEEN THE DORMS

i

Elimination continues until there is a victor. Make
sure you attend this gala affair to determine for
yourself which sorority has the best women athletes.

ArNir

aaa aaaa a a a
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01 MI

TRI-C
EVERY SUNDAY

292-2353

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
.1.
4 I\

NNorship at
Your
Church
(hiring

9:45 a.m. and 5:45 p.m.

Spring

College Dept. - First Baptist Church
3rd & San Antonio

Semester

the downtown church
catering to the college community
Morning Worship
8:30 A 11:00 a.m.
College "Seminar"
9:45 a.m.
Tri-C Club
5:45 p.m.
198 So. Second St., San Jose
Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

chr.ti Covenant nun
Coe & Riverside
Services
Covenant Collegians meet at 9:45 ans.
Teacher: Jim May, Campus Crusade Director
College Youth Fellowship 8:30 p.m.
Services: 11:00 a.m.; 7:00 p.m.
Dr. Arvid Carlson, Pastor

,,1
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SAE Adds 12 ’Sisters’
EpThe men at
silon have announced the selection of an even dozen Little
Sisters of Minerva this semester.
The twelve lucky young misses
Include: Judy Browington, Lindy
Lang, Delta Gamma; Donna
Schelling, Sue Saxe, Bonnie
Kapkin, Gamma Phi Beta; Sue
Zetterquist, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Cece Gales, Chi Omega;
Lynn Henry. Sigma Kappa; Barbara Buck, Alpha Omicron Pi;
and independents Nancy Gregg,
Miller.

The pio i..,c of the Little Si, tees is to help the fraternity
whenever possible, which includes lending moral support at
picnics, rush, fund raising drives
and games.
A tradition for SAE for the
past 26 years. the group of Little
Sisters of Minbrva first got their
start in the University of California at Los Angeles. Since
then, the specially created group
has spread across the nation
to form Little Sisters Clubs in
almost all of SAE’s 145 chapters.

Japanese Visitor to the SJS Campus
Finds Fraternal Brotherhood E njoyable
its It %LE MACKEY
Om, ot the most enthusiastic
and best -liked men living in the
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity house
is not a member, not even a
pledge.
He is handsome Teruji ITerul
Takahara, 24, an exchange student from Okayama, Japan, San
Jose’s sister city.
Teru, who speaks English
slowly but sports an American
crew-cut and California suntan,
is a non-paying guest of the
fraternity.
He came to this country under
the sponsorship of the Pacific
Neighbors program. Prior to
moving into the Delta Sig house
in April, he lived with a San
Jose family.

§eS1100 HAM
STUDIO GIANT FROG FRUG !

292.627f
396 SOUTH FIRST
"DIE, DIE, MY DARLING
"CODE 5, VICTIM 2Student Rate

astimseme.

I Yes, today’s filler will be an an.
nouncement about the FANTASTIC
I FROG FRUG which takes place in
c alayeras County on the 22nd of
this rnonth. All the giggert and
gassers will jam on out to pick up
, on the FROGS.

FRATERNITY OFFER
The fraternity offered the
Japanese student the opportunity to live in their house to
broaden his experiences in American campus living.
Although there are no fraternity houses surrounding campuses in Japan, Teru has had
little trouble adjusting to fraternity living. Male college students all over the world have
at least one thing in common:
female college students.
Teru feels that so many Amerl-

!oily -Waif
S.

9th Street, San Jose, California286-1595

ppm% ed Apartments for College Women
I

R CONTRACTS

NOW AVAILABLE

Summer Hate,. for Studio Apartments

FOR 11EN 1NO 111)11EN. 810.00 PER WEEK

S.J.S.

KX-RX

DIAL 15
or

"Spartan Spectrum"
The Show
about
S.J.S. Students
by
S.J.S. Students
7:30 P.M.
Monday dim Friday

Photo by Mike lyanitsky
Sigma
INTERESTED ONLOOKERS
Jim Osborn, (1.) Delta
Phi president, and Teru Takahara find the fraternity scrapbook
to be quite engrossing.

ELECTRONIC PARTS
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Open Evenings
Till 9 P.M.

1425 W. San Carlos Street
Cypress 8-1212

3 DAYS
TOURING
EUROPE
Ifyou’re

18 to 30 and

wouldto pikeend
spend

’0 Moving?

for just $393.00

Call

Red Line Carriers
298-1088
for free estimate
-Pho

Agent United Van I.ines
MOVING WITH CARE
EVERYWHERE

JAPAN’S ’BEER PARLORS’
"If anything in Japan corresponds to beer parlors heti,
these coffee houses are it," he
noted. "Students drink coffee
and hot sake.
"In the summer, we drink
more beer. I prefer Japanese
beer to American beer for It’s
more tasty. The alcoholic content
is the same.
"Japanese couples do not have
as many dates as their American counterparts," he observed.
"This is partly for financial
reasons and largely from tradition."
"Also, few students in Japan
work in the summertime. Most
parents pay for their children’s
education so students spend their
holidays at the beach and belong
to sports clubs," he explained.

WHOI.ESA LE DISTRIBUTORS

Robert tRobt Leslie, Alpha
Phi Omega, 18-year-old electrical engineering major and member of Pershing Rifles, has been
appointed as a cadet to West
Point Military Academy.
Leslie, an Eagle Scout, is
active in the scouting program.
His hobbies include camping.
hiking, fishing, reading and electronics.

1.31111.11.

’LOST IN TRANSLATION’
"That was," he commented,
mostly because I am more able
to express myself to a girl in
Japanese. Here it loses something in the translation."
Before coming to San Jose,
Teru. "learned’ about the United
States from American movies
and television shows.
"Fifty per cent of Japanese
TV shows are American like
"The Perry Como Show" and
"I Love Lucy."
"One thing I had not expected," he says. "I thought
there would be more streamlined
cars."
Since he has been here, he has
observed that Americans live a
more active life. They are outwardly more cheerful and express emotions more freely than
the Japanese.
He sees the entire American
way of living influenced by our
financial standard of living.
"In Japan, cars are too expensive for students, but there
is an extensive public transpor-

tation system of subways and
trains. I miss this in California
where places are so far apart.
"Without private transportation, Japanese couples are somewhat limited In what they can
do. There are few parties, so we
mostly go to concerts, sporting
events, American movies or
coffee houses where moody atmosphere is conducive to talking.

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.

Frosh Appointed
To West Point

Local or Long Distance. Pro.
fessional handling of your
delicate china, glassware and
furniture. Sanitized vans and
path.

S.J.S.

can women are attractive and
very friendly. Yet, the thing he
missed when he first came to
California was his girl friends.

t ;

Ivari’Ay

THEY LIKE HIM Teru (standing center) has found the United
States to be a place of warmth and friendship, as exhibited by the
attention he receives from friends (I. to r.) Dennis Brusaschetti,
Pam Arlett, Kappa Alpha Theta, and Marci Wittenberg. Pictured in the background at right are Jim Osborn and Sue Paladino, Delta Game,

’DC-8 Jet Air Fares (Economy Round Trip) from: Montreal $508.30; Vancouver $69940:
Ctucago $616.00; San Frandsen $805.00; Seattle $717.90; Los Angeles $825.15.

Canadian Pacific Airlines, SS Grant Are., San Francisco, California

Please send brochure on this 63 -day European Tour to:

Sigma Alpha Mu Elects Officers
The brothers of Sigma Alpha
Mu fraternity recently conducted
house elections.
Lennie Poon was chosen president; Rick Shrien, vice president:
Larry Berman, secretary; Steve
Gilman, treasurer; and Mark
Verse’, WC representative.
Th, Sammies have also selected
new Sammy Sisters- -

then join this exciting summer tour of Europe designed for young
adults. You’ll cover the Iberian Peninsula, the Benelux countries, the
British Isles, Yugoslavia, Trieste, Italy and France, of course. All by
Pullman motorcoach. Hotels and breakfasts prepaid and confirmed.
All this for $393.00 (plus jet fare). And you aren’t pinned down to
sightseeing schedules. You’re free to explore on your own..
Group departs Montreal June 18. Reservations being accepted now. Don’t
wait too long! See your travel agent or mail coupon and receive a descriptive brochure detailing every day away.

Name

Barbara Kushner, Donalyn McCurry, Delta Zeta; Judy Sorenson, Alpha Epsilon Phi; Jill
Wander, Alpha Epsilon Phi; and
Camlynne Rouse, Delta Zeta.
The new "sisters" recently
surprised the brother’s with a
surprise breakfast, and will serve
as Ii’,tosses during Sunday’s
Pan,
Day activities.

Address
My travel agent is

AIRLINES
TRAINS/ TRUCKS/ SHIPS/ PLANES/HOTELS/TELECOMMUNICATIONS

BUY
CORTINA
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Over 500,000 Others Did in 1964
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So buy Cortina 1500 - Cortina OT
& Cortina Station Wagon

in taste

If every person who has purchased en imported car in the
past four years had taken a 5 mile ride in a Cortina or
Anglia 1200 sedan, this country would be overrun with
English Fords.

Come and browse through

Out
great selection of sweetly aged
briars. Sample the aroma of

our fine tobacco blends.

"With Credit OK, You May Drive
Away Today"

cmoke chop
How to look good on any golf course: play it bold with Arrow’s Mr. Golf, the Decton wash
and wear knit that stays fresh and crisp to the eighteenth and beyond. Stays tucked.in,
too. An estralong back tail keeps duwn while you swing.
standout colors, $5. Pick out a few at your Arrow retailer’s,
M

21RROW--

338 S. Is+ St.
Ci

/

Across from

PRICES START AT $1699 EQUIPPED,
$39.33 PER MO. WITH AVERAGE TRADE
Trade your present car even if you owe more
than its trade value

Hale’s

Harvey Calame in the automobile business for
over 30 years in Santa Clara County

CALAME’S TRADE CENTER
Next to Woolworth’s241-2095s Garden Center

4855 Stevens Creek Soulea
Open eves. ’4;1 10 p.m., all day Sat., Sun II to

5

Prirtay, May 14, MN
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Annual Varsity-Alumni Grid Contest Tomorrow Night
Varsity-Alumni Clash
Ends Spring Football
San Jose State’s gridders conclude their spring drills tomorrow
night with their annual contest
against the SJS alumni at Spartan
Stadium. Kickoff time is 8 p.m.
There has been a great deal of
interest generated in this game for
at least two reasons. First, it will
mark the debut of the Spartans
under new head coach Harry Anderson. Second, the Alums, who
have lost all three previous encounters, have assembled their
strongest team in the series’ history.
General reaction from the
Spartans’ new mentor during the
four weeks of Spring Practice
has ben one of pleasure with
the progress of the squad and,
Anderson %lett% tomorrow night’s
fillab4 as an opportunity for his
rharges to test what they have
learned against SOIlle "new
faces." The Spartan mentor has
had his squad working this week
on polishing its offense and defense. Ile has added virtually
nothing new for tomorrow’s contest.

Former Grid Star Damon Bame
Discourses on Position of Coach

stitution rules. Only two-year let terman Fred Heron is ticketed.
the moment, for action both %kw The 245-pound all -Coast candidate
from Stockton has had an outstanding spring on

fetodonal stairs are Ihded on the
probable starting lineup for the
Al
s. This includes Walt Roberts of the Cleseland Browns,
Cass Jackson of the Saskatchewan Roughriders, Leon Donohue and Dan C014.111C0 of the San
Franeisi
titers, and Jim Cadlle
of the Chicago Bears.

fall, Oscar Donahue, :Ilse will be
Ian hand for Saturday night’s
The

Spartans’

last

two

Most

Valuable Players also will be on
hand for the game. This includes
guard Larry Hansen and center
Bob Kroll. Admission for SaturRoberts and Jackson, of course, day night’s game is $1.

Apply

td.

71.

LPIA.

New Shipment

Surf

Jams*

LESSONS

Blues - Falk - Bluegrass
by

Jorma Kaukonen & Peter Grant
Rental - Purchase Plan

BENNER MUSIC
CY 7-7417

1884 W. San Carlos
t’t

ranks.

workouts is all -Coast halfback canFEROCIOUS FRED Tackle
Fred Heron, considered an outdidate John Travis. His running
standing professional football prospect, will play against a team
has been one of the keys to the
with nine pros when the SJS varsity gridders battle the alumni
success of the Spartans’ offense to
tomorrow at 8 p.m. at Spartan Field. Admission is $ .00
date.
Several newcomers, Including condition, except at fullback where are two of the fastest backs to
freshman halthaek Bob Trujillo. veterans Charley Harraway and ever wear a Spartan uniform. Both
320 -pound freshman tackle Sill Jerry Bonetto and Junior College are capable of breaking loose for
Crone, junior college transfer All-American Jim Bullock all have long gainers at any time as RobSteve Cats and junior college been sidelined by injuries. A pair erts, in particular, showed last fall
transfer Sam Moore also have of freshmen, Ken Burk and Jim when he was one of the top kickoff
The Spartans probably will pla- drawn their share or praise for Zito, will be taking their place.
return specialists in the National
This year’s alumni team, which Foot ball League.
toon., in Saturday’s game, a trend their showing during the spring.
The Spartans go into Saturday will be coached by San Jose State
which seems to be gaining nationQuarterbacking the Spartan
wide favor because of the new sub- night’s game in reasonably healthy Athletic Director Bob Bronzan,
Alums will be Chon Gallegos,
will present plenty of defensive the nation’s leading collegiate
problems for the Spartan Varsity passer in 1961 and winner that
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
because of its outstanding break- year of the Pop Warner award
in SAN JOSE
away speed and great passing po- as the 1011 collegiate football
Here’s that summer job you have been looking for
tential.
player on the Paulin. Coast. GalNo lest, than nve current prolego’s favorite receiver of that
right here in San Jose. These are full time summer jobs

osSer’s

(limit the additional QUANTITY
of Die coaches is the tondo factor,
rather than the quality."

...-..ezeisaaar..Go-.2=0-.2c.-....-scr..osicavoraraosoacter

key

and defense. Another voieran s ho
has shown well during the spring

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

catty expanded with the addition
of IllOrl C011411’, 11.4.1. U1111,111

nancial backing also glows. The
to success is unity. People
!oust work together to get the
bandwagon rolling."
Commenting on the future of
San Jose State athletics was
Damon Bame, recent USC allAmerican who chose to pursue a
Hotball career as an SJS coach
rather than in the professional

The winner of the Ugly Man
contest will he announced at
halftime of the varsity -alumni
game. Alumni tackle Larry Hansen, last season’s Most Valuable
Player MIS named the most
physival education
not
major of the year Wednesday
night.

CIVIL SERVICE DEPT.
ROOM 211, CITY HALL

work. Our recruiting autimati-

Ming- as interest grows, alumni
.ifid student support widens, and fi-

hot h offense

at Alum Rock Park. Easter through Labor Day. LIFE
GUARDS start at $2.19 per hour. Requires age 21,
county residence and possession of or eligible for Red
Cross or YMCA Senior Life Saving Certificate.
Groundsmen start at $2.19 per hour. Must be age 21,
citizen, county resident and have a California driver’s
license. Interested?

By TED KOGON

"Building a high calibre athletic
orogram is a bandwagon sort it

Football Coach Ed Henke
Recalls Own Grid Days

"San Jose State has a sound
football program, and faculty-student body relationships are good.
However, there is no room for
gripes here, for unity is especially
important in a state schooL At a
state school where expenditures
are less, the bandwagon idea
works more grudgingly," said
Bame.
What are the coaches’ roles in
moving the bandwagon?
"Expanded recruiting and hard

STATE MEAT MARKET
Corner 4th and Santa C191,-.

CY 2-7726

COMPLETE LINE OF FIRST QUALITY MEATS
Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS
GROUND BEEF

85
75
34

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

ROUND STEAK

98c

PORK CHOPS

70c
Igo

Lamb RIB CHOPS

74’

ALL OTHER CAR SERVICES
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

PURITAN OIL CO.
6th t KEYES

BEEF TONGUE

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities, Sororities and Boarding H

SEE THE

A
Spartan football coach day, so he decided to it,
ic same
Ed Henke started his pro football thing at the dinner table. He pur-

career in 1949 with the Los Angeles Dons. "I had the distinction
of being the youngest guy on the
team," said Ed, "and when I retired in 1963 I was the oldest guy."
"One of the most humorous
things I ever experienced in pro
football occurred when I was playing with the San Francisco 49ers
a few years ago. Bob St. Clair,
6-9, 265 lbs., eats his meat raw.
"He had made things rough on

posely sat with the rookies and
they observed while he ate raw
liver. The liver was cut in thin
strips. He leaned back, dipped the
strips slowly into his mouth, and
allowed the blood to drip all over
his face.
Three rookies who were sitting
at the table were so terrified that
they packed their bags and sneaked
out of camp in the middle of the

he rookies during practice that night "

Corsair Monza Sport Sedan
,

flown in front Hawaii this week. The best
Chevy U Nova Sport
Coupe

collection of bright, floral prints we hare had.
6.95

rhevelte- Malibu
Sport Cou

40

i

,twalasnataintatattinataisanantonalltantagitasaallatIllafaltalalllia.

Now Contracting for Fall
V."f

YEARLY RATES

P" GIRL

Chevrolet Impala Sport Sedan

$19500

THE NO. 1 WAY MOW

Fall Semester
* Surf-Jams for those not in the know, are flaw
bright. bright floral

print,

short -legged pajama bot

toms that you ham. been seeing on the beaches.
volleyball courts or wherever leaders rimgregate.

San fast’

State’s Traditional Shops

corner 3rd &San

Fernando Streeht
alio Town & Country

* * *

Spring Semester

175"
(if paid by
12/1/65)

Furnished four-girl 2-bedroom apartments
Independent HousingRecently constructed
Includes all utilities except PG&E

HOWARD LEE APARTMENTS
495 E. William (Corner of I I th and William
CY 8-6381 (Day or Evening)

your vacation planT-World’s Fair, Yellowstone, Niagara,
Mackinac Bridge, summer cottage? See us for the right Chevrolet
What’s

so you’ll make it in style. Like a lively Corvair. Or the style and
economy of a Chevy II. Or a youthful Chevelle, favorite in its size
class. Or a luxurious Jet-smooth Chevrolet. The last three are available
with the economical, spirited Turbo-Thrift Six. You can order a
Monza with up to 140 hp. You can’t find a newer car or a better time
to buy one. Come inpick yours now!

Red Hot and Rolling! See your Chevrolet dealer for a new
CHEVROLET CHEVELLE CHEVY El CORVAIR

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

0

.1’ SIM VS It Sit
" "a"

Music, Politics, Economics
featured in ’Ghana Night’

May 21 Deadline
For Fall Co-Rec

Retreat at Asi lomar

The annual ASH transition retreat will be held Sunday and
Monday at Asilomar on the Monterey Peninsula.
Applications now are being taAccording to Katherine (J.Ja
Music, dance and a talk on the (lent Organization. and Ernest ken for weekend Co-Recreation
Fraser, transition retreat chaireducational. Isaitical, economic. Quansa, will present the program.
the coming fall se- man, 75 to MO students and faculty
Abbeyquaye will speak on his director for
social and cultural development of
members will participate in the
Ghana will be featured in "Ghana nation’s developments, while Quan- mester.
Job descriptions and applications
Night" tonight at the International sa will play the piano "Highlife"
Student Center, ’285 S. Market Sr.. dance of Ghana and give a demon- may be obtained In the College
stration of a Ghana folk dance. Union. Deadline for submission of
at 8 p.m.
Two SJS international students Quansa also entertained on the
Is May 21. Interviews
from Ghana, Jeeba Abbeyquaye. piano at the International Ball applications
president of the International Stu - held recently at Hawaiian Gardens. will be held the following week.
Weekend Co-Recreation director
Is an ASB paid position.
Further information can be obArab-American Club soccer playtained from Bob Pitcher, personnel
ers will be matched against memofficer, College Union.
7 atm VS
International Student
Weekend Co-Rec will be held to- bers of the
I ISOi on the field
morrow afternoon in the Women’s Organization
behind the foreign language buildGym, PER Building and Men’s
ing this afternoon following a
Gym from 12:30 to 4:30.
short meeting of the ISO at 330
Activities will feature swimin cafeteria A and B.
table
volleyball,
badminton,
ming,
Mr. Julius Menendez, of the
tennis, basketball, weight lifting
men’s physical education departand softball.
ment, will referee the match.
Efiok Akpan, member of the
(Pnid Myer lisement)
varsity soccer team and recipient
of an award as 1964 honorable
it,,,’large rat icti. af
mention all-American, is expected
i,ituli it stivuls refssiniaide /wires
to be present for the match. Ak\\
()N II\ Eli
pan is a student from Nigeria.
The short meeting which will
sjs
I hie block fr
aiol Satit,i Litt
precede the match will be to numwemegmagsmwmgrawarimwa
in,ite officers for the fall semester.

Post Applications

Arab-Americans
Vie With ISO
In Soccer Today

(:11-ST4L CREAMERY
c hrr, Special
STI. kik $1.15

64Spartan

Spectrum"

Spartan Daily Classified
ELECTRIC GUITAR, .
.
’inme,o EceIlent cond. Must sell.
295 9667.
I BROWN HELMIT-1J-Wild -West
D.O.W. at K.T.

1111113:=1111
THE TOWER LIST
N., I URE BO(

kit. w./bar, soundproofing, large closets I
Perfect for 3. Res. now for fall. 2136.

4442.

I’
owner. SUMMER RATES - Apts. 11/2 blks
SJS. 1 & 2 bdrm.. 2 bath, win cro’
elect. kit. w./ber, outside balcony. 46
COMPLETELY NEW PIANO TUNING S. 4th. 298-3377.
KIT
,an Brady at 295.9911. 5 per.
HOUSE for 5.6 serious, responsible me!
$150/summer, $192/fall. 12 rno. In
preferred. 297.4604.
VOLKS 61
:

UMOC IS HERE

Cr

TO VEXICO? 5.

SPACIOUS I bdrm. apts. now being
completed at 439 S. 4th. 2 baths, elect I

Radio, Belts.
378.6937.

1

1111=1:111E111

HEATED POOL

awing for limited men this campus.
Non
major No. Calif. cities for fac.
ory representative of Domestic & For.
non AAAl Co. For interview appf.
all 356 1263.

ROOMS with kitchen privileges. Special
mid-term & summer rates. $24.50 per Imo
47 S. 8th. See Mr. Farrell.

Fern. t & 2 bdrm. opts. Summer retn.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
, summer work opportunity. Now inter. $90 to $105. For Fall $110 to $130. 12,

P"
M
Me.

AUTOMOJIVE 12)

Prized...
for nearly
two
Centuries

N. 8th, Apt. 1, 297.5203.

ler. SALE - Less than ’/2 price from suits MARRIED or conscientious single adult
.
125 S. 4th. Sales hours Quiet. (urn. 1 bdrrn Wtr./gar. pd. $85 I
33 S. 61h 262.2779.
’1:309 Sat. 9:30.6.
57 OLDS
FURN. ROOMS -- Male students, kit.
PART TIME
Ncisv ,eterviewno men for work, eves & priv. No smoking or drinking, $10 & $15.,
running r
P
$
’54 PLY
/lays off. Won lr consists of calling on 293-3088.
210! 91A4
..stablished rustomers in local sales SUMMER LARGE DUPLEX - 4-5 girls,:
’57 FORD CONY - eylo Best offer ,oule. Our 18 part time men averaged
patio. barbecue. $120 per mo. Quiet.
295 4461,
53.17 per hr. last mo. Call ONLY be 644 S. 11th St. 286-2255.
1-1,1"p
.
J 2
56 CHEVY
tween 6 & 8 pen. EVENINGS. 377-3430.
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS - Furn. 2
tr, 257 r.,r. T. p Shape. SUMMER EXCITEMENT AND MONEY bdrm. apts. 5804100 summer, $164 fell
YAMAHA
Some St our top executives started with 351 S. 11th. Mgr.. *6. 298-3494.
286-0261.
s
_
5700. 508 our company while going thru college.
V.W. ’
sv Cherry
trr,
! v. New t!res and brakes. Direct selling. commissions are the high. LOW SUMMER RATES - I. 2, & 3
est in the field. Part time representatives Bdrm. Furn. Apts. Jo -Mar Hall, 467 S
292 ’’,95
can earn $120 weekly and higher. Earn. 8th. 297-8917. Spartan Hall, 65 S. 11th
.,’I. 5550, 295-9521. ;nqs for the summer can exceed $2,000.
’5-4- HEALY -A,. i
You can gain valuable business wiped. CLOSE TO COLLEGE - Clean 4 rm
$v50. deS-II 297- ence for your future and earn good furn, rear college. Married students or
’60 VW - C"cd
1942.
rnr-ney. Part or full time Men & Women. teacher. No children or pets. F. Jenks.
icrview call 295-5545 or write 434 445 S. 8th.
owner ;
’57 98 OLDS
.o ,:I;,, St.. Rm. 104, Mr. Perry. Come
IDEAL - I bdrm. Over 21. Married
1
.nlerview Daily! Mqr. Tr.
teerhers, grad. students. 467
4th, 297 2148.
S
HASHER r,-, & Eves. _. 295.7220
o

FOR SALE

61 Years in San Jose

e

NG
r
TRAILER

in ,.’e’i"ns. 300
795 0946.

MEN’S APP. APT. for fall. W/pool. w/w
_
,relec. kitchen. Near SJS. Yr.
,3 II no,:’ vs, 8.40. in pad, re’, TARO. Ph. 286-5398.
$1985, 795019/ alt. 5:3C ONE AND TWO bedroom apts. Now
rnni!ni. Summer rates. 523 E. Reed St.,

5: IR CYCLE
MARTIN ai

$29

for

1h ii..i. I

rObilill.

NOW RENTING for-sUmme-r guiet-tireig.

& 2 brirm. apts., (urn. $75 to $100.
1;lier-,einr. 54/ S. 11th, apt. #4, 295.

yr. rid. $115

SUMMER RATES - Purr,. studio Apt.
r 7 659 S 9th. CY 2-0997.
Is’, I

2 tttEN!S 26- 3 sr,i
570 $15
y ’!. !
4tri. $35. 2F6 6953.
111Yr:
$60 or
23,,.
A fitTER.
e1er.t. motor!
...p1 vs. pan trailer.
"

4 bed.. 2i/2 be., 2 landscaped patios.
Drps., pool. Coop. tan advent. No rnaint
$1000 down. 244.5114 or campus 2620.
SPLIT LEVEL - 2 bdrm. (urn., summer
rates. 446 S. 11th. $80;4486010. . 258-8945.
NEED 2 or 3 girls to house for summer,
$25 no. ea. Call 297$O OFF - Girls. Modern I 8- 2 brim,
Lb in kitchen. Closets f
blk.
’ ^ bath. $75. 292.1327.
2 MALES FOR EACH. APT. (lib. & bar)
230 San Salvador #1.
LOST AND FOUND (6)

SUMMER RATES

From $45 per month, housing end apts. FOUND:
Cigarette purse with ring inCell Jim Barrow or go to 486 S. 10th. side. Identify. 625
S. 10th, #3.
292-9400.

PINK LINEN SLEEVELESS BLOUSE TO
FURN. APT. near the Alamede. - 3 Bd. SUIT. IN AREA OF ART CLEANERS.

$115. I bd. $79. Sparjous. 292-7900 c22/ 9102.

.1

,

295.9993.

Send to: Spartan
Daily Cl ASSIFIFDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.
CHECK A

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines One time Three times Five times
One time 50c a line 25c a !me 20c a line
$1.00
$1.50
$2.00
2 lines
3 lines
1.50
2.25
3.00
4 lines
2.00
3.00
4.00
5 lines
230
3.75
5.00
Athi this
amount tor
.50
.75
1.00
each addilanai line

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

CLASSIFICATION

_ Housing (5)
lost and found (6)
’Personals (I)
1 1Services (8)
(3 Transportation (9)

Ran Ad

Radio-TV Day

Representatives from more ihan
15 Santa Clara Valley high schools
are expected to take part in the
second annual day -long RadioTelevision High School Day sponsored by KSJS, the college FM
radio station, and the radio-television area of the SJS Drama
Department, tomorrow from 8:30
a..m to 5 p.m.

(No of days) Enclose $

Starting Date
Irpos........14PF11.1,41.P.NMNP.PMPOMINPUNIFFIFIIMOMPIIIIPIMIMPOO.

-The fteires al of Civilizati

Hawaiian Students
Given Scholarships

TICO S
l’ACOS

Student Math Snelety, 4 p.m..
ED241. Dr. Robert DeVore, assistprofessor of mathematics,
speaks on "Fundamental Domain
for Groups of M(xlular Transformations."
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m., HIT.

The man’s GP: 14K yellow or
white gold; square with newlook rounded corners, $125. In
10K yellow gold-filled, $82.50
The lady’s GP: new octagonal
in 14K gold, $89.50

1,9)111

116

Er ion
k’s Club, 9 to 11:30
a.m.. HI. Coffee hour.
International Student Organization, 3:30 p.m., cafeteria A and B.

Nominations for oficers for fall,
followed by a soccer match against
he Arab-American Club, on the
Held behind the foreign languages
International Student
p.m., 285 S. Market.

Center.

"Ghana
Night." Demonstration of folk
dance, piano music, and a talk on
development of Ghana, presented
by students from that country.
TOMORROW:

LIAN
Q.etveleri
L

N and JUNO

SINCE 1904
First and San Fernando Streets
Downtown San Jose
Open Thurs. Evenin-p ’01 9
All Parking Lot Tickets Validated

24-HOUR
SERVICE

II

Sopinty for I he Vls-HillePlISellt
Management Is.% 711, I lo 0
Alum Rock Park. Animal idyllic.
Social Work Clulls "Extenders"
Group, 9:15 a.m., meet in front or
the Big Dipper. Weekly visit to

patients at Agnews State flospital.
All welcome .
SUNDAY:
TH-C Club, 9:45 a.m. and 5:43
p.m.. Third and San Antonio
Streets. Morning meeting and evening film.

BREAKFAST - LUNCH
DINNER

It’s too hot to cook in this weather! To really enjoy
your meal, relax in the cool aimosphere at Tico’s. You
will like our prices, too!

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
4th and St. James

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

HOUSE OF I RECORDS
DISCOUNT
RECORD
CENTER

3rd and
San Fernando
San Jose

LARGEST DISCOUNT
RECORD STORE IN TOWN

EVERYTHING DISCOUNTED
All Guaranteed Exchangeable
VANGUARD
WESTMINSTER
VOX
PRESTIGE
BLUES VILLE
ARCHIVE
ALL LABELS
Classical -- Jazz - Pops - Folk Music, Etc.

Pica electric. 243.6313.

TYPING-All kinds. IBM electric. Work
guaranteed. Jo Vine, 378.8577.

EXPERIENCED Fraternity cook. American -Hungarian food. CY 5-7800, Mrs
Gardner.
iXPERT TYPiNG - Hc;g/page.-Elerit.
tYPoi 245.7979, Sunnyvale area.

cand in handy corder Meal. Enclose
cash or check. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.

Phone 294-6414. Ed. 2466

is
0!

1"

Bailey. 286 5386. 449 W. San Carlos.

10:30-3:30

II
Ii

ant

TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc.

T-Th

V

Tickets $2.50. $3.50, $4.50
On Sale: San Jose Be. Office
CY 5-0888
40 W. San Carlos St

Tou.ss.:

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet’

Classified Adv. Office - J206
Phone

Club Vice President
Reviews Bohai Book

ROGER MILLER

SERVICES 181

To place en ad:
a Call at

Address

held
one

UMOC Balloting
Closes Today

WHO IS DOC SAVAGE?

MWF 9:30-3:30
Name

Dewill

Jon Adams, Bay Area tolk
singer, will sing in concert tonight’.
at 8:15 in ED100. The concert be
sponsored by SJS Friends of SNC(...1
(Student Nonviolent Coordinating’.
Committee
Admission will be by $1 donation.
Adams, an accomplished guitarist, will feature a selection of "traditional ballads and protest songs."
Many of his songs are satirical
in nature

AFROTC Queen

LIFE INSURANCE: Call Bob Friedman
Prudential Ins. Co., 248-3235,

WANTED, tensile rider to New Englend I et. : about June 19. Share et
primes P. driving. 297 1836.

Automotive (2)
for Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)

gov-

Bahai book by David Hofman, will
be reviewed by David Bogdanoff,
RAM Club vice president. MonChemical Engineering majors day, in Cafeteria A and B at 12:30
and professors in the SJS Chemical Engineering Department will
The book describes the fundaattend the 56th national meeting mental principles for regeneration
The Hawaiian Civic Club of the
of the American Institute of of ethical and social principles unBay Area is offering two scholarChemical Engineers beginning derlying a world civilization.
Sunday.
It shows how the Bahai faith ships to Hawaiian students.
All students taking chemical motivates man to solve his basic
Two awards of $150 each are
engineering courses are reminded social and spiritual problems.
issued annually to qualified stu,
that these classes will not be held
dents.
during the convention. The meetStudents born In Hawaii or of
ing will conclude on Wednesday.1
May 19.
the :,lee - parents who were horn there, are
AntonSome of the subjects to be pre- lion of their new queen last week- eligible. The club’s scholarship
sented at the meeting are thermo- end at their annual Aerospace Ball committee selects students accord,
ing to need. Students may be 4r6
dynamics, rocket propulsion sys- held at Lou’s Village.
tems and computer applications.
The queen is Barbara Naughton, any year of college and in an
it SJS senior and an Angel Flight major field of study.
Applications and further Mora
pledge.
Miss Naughton was selected by minion may be obtained from IVIrs!
Inembers of Arnold Air Society, Claudette Enrique s, Hawaiiaq
AEROTC honorary group, from a Civic Club of the Bay Area, 2117
In, 51,1,
11,1’ the Ugly
Suponet Drive, San Jose 24.
field of seven finalists.
Man on Campus is today at 3 p.m. ---Votes for entrants will be
counted by the Bank of America
to insure an accurate count.
"King of the Rood"
An announcement of the winners
and presentation of the trophies
will be held during half-tiine heti-Added Attraction ( dies at the SJS varsity -alumni
Alpert’s Tijuana Brass
Herb
h,iithall game tomorrow night.
Thursday May 27, 8:30 p.m.
San Jose Civic Auditorium

TRANSPORTATION 191

Announcements (I)

theoretical bounds of student
eminent.
On Monday, Dr. Harold J.
Bey, professor of chemistry,
give the closing address.
Each year the retreat is
to ease the transition from
administration to another.

Spartaguide

PERSONALS 171

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

National Meeting
For Enginneers

g

EICHLER TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE -

HOUSING IS)

two-day retreat,
At Sunday night’s banquet the
student government leaders and
faculty guests will hear a keynote
address by Dr. Burton R. Brazil,
professor of political science.
College Pres, Robert D. Clark
will also speak on Sunday night.
Discussion groups during the conference u’ill center around the

SN C C Sponsors
Folk Concert

Time ... Lunch Time
Eat Where the Food’s Best
iSnack
v, hen sou vs ant iii -tali 11 it line. ...
Ill kilos’, there’s good
food and a pleasant atmosphere.

NH 18 Ilt’ll $ I

Angelo’s Steakhouse
/2 E. Santa Clara Street
San Jose, California

Open Evenings ’til 9 (except Sat.)

HOUSE OFI RECORDS
DISCOUNT STORE
One Block from Campus
3rd And San Fernando

San Jose

0

